A meeting was held at the Mathany Saldhana Administrative Complex in the office of the Collector South with the General Manager of Rail Vikas Nigam with reference to procurement of land for Madgaon Vasco Doubling project of South Western Railways Cansualim, Pale, Issorcin, Dabolim, Chicalim and Vasco to discuss about invoking of compulsory land acquisition under the Railways Act of 1989.

The efforts of the Government to obtain consent of the interested parties in the aforementioned proposal of procurement of land for Madgaon Vasco Doubling project of the South Western Cansualim, Pale, Issorcin, Dabolim, Chicalim and Vasco have failed despite multiple attempts being made to convince the said interested parties to give consent by Chief Minister, Revenue Minister, local MLA and Ex. Minister for Environment Secretary (Rev.), Collector South and Team leader of the said acquisition process holding and the various meetings with interested parties who have filed serious objections to the said land acquisition.

The State Government will write to the Central Government to issue notification invoking the compulsory acquisition under Railway Act 1989 which will published shortly after obtaining Government approval.
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